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Pots?

C h i e f

Lansing residents like Roseann Bonin
will practically be able to check out pots
and pans like they check out books at the
Lansing Public Library. Or maybe they
should just bring their own to a special
"Look" on Wednesday.
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LANSING—Television cooking expert has an unusual recipe for Thanksgiving
Julia Childs wouldn't be present, but there —turkey in chocolate and chili sauce.
will be enough on cooking to interest
Mrs. Jensen said the books not only
culinary enthusiasts.
contain recipes but are beautifully illusThe event, a first for the Lansing trated and contain a history and customs
Public Library, is the "Cookbook Look"
of each country.
—scheduled for 8 p.m. Wednesday in the
She decided to schedule "Cookbook
main room of the library.
Look" since so many people enjoy cookResidents are invited to p r e v i e w a ing and she thought they would enjoy
new series of cook books developed by seeing the series together before they inTime-Life Books. The series is written by dividually go out on loan.
famous authors and includes 27 cook
Those a t t e n d i n g Wednesday are
books featuring various countries' reciasked
to bring their favorite recipes,
pes.
which will be duplicated on the library's
Included in the series are books on copy machine for a recipe exchange.
Chinese and Russian cooking; American
Mrs. Jensen and her staff plan to
cooking, Creole-Arcadian style; Latin wear long dresses and serve punch and
American and Caribbean Island special- tidbits. The library, too, will be dressed
ties; and one entitled, "A Quintet of Cui- up for the event—tables covered with
sines," featuring Alpine, Turkish, Polish red-checkered tablecloths, center pieces
and North African recipes.
of live red geraniums, and arrangements
THE LATIN AMERICAN. cook book of raw pasta.

